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Executive Summary

• EBA, in compliance with Art. 98 of the Directive 
2013/36/EU, is in charge of specifying the supervisory 
shock scenarios as well as the modelling and 
parametric assumptions for the exercise of the 
supervisory outlier tests (SOTs) on the economic value of 
equity (EVE) and net interest income (NII) related to the 
interest rate risk arising from institutions’ banking book 
activities (IRRBB).

• For the first time, the 2022 final draft RTS specifies the 
interest rate shock scenarios as well as the modelling 
and parametric requirements relating to the SOT on NII, 
providing a metric for quantifying a “large decline” in 
NII as set out in Article 98(a) of the Directive  
2013/36/EU.

• For both the SOT on EVE and on NII, the 2022 final draft 
RTS outlines a re-calibration of the post-shock interest 
rate floor to be applied under each scenario. The new 
lower bound with gradual and moderate increases 
finds its rationale in the inconsistency with respect to 
2020 observed interest rates. 
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The SOTs aim at assessing whether an institution’s IRRBB exposures have an impact on its economic value of equity (SOT on 
EVE) or on its net interest income (SOT on NII) beyond specific thresholds.

15% of Tier 1 Capital 
A “large decline” of the net interest 
income

Art. 98(5) of Directive 2019/878/EU identifies such 
thresholds with:

SOT on 
EVE

SOT on NII

In the context of the Supervisory Review and Evaluation Process (SREP), Article 98 of the Directive 2013/36/EU (CRD)
envisages a review and evaluation to be performed by competent authorities on the exposure of institutions to the Interest
Rate Risk arising from their non-trading book activities (IRRBB).

The Supervisory Outlier Tests (SOTs) are supervisory tools with the objective of informing supervisors about the
exposure of institutions to IRRBB through comparable information for all institutions. The SOTs are to be seen as an
integral part of the internal framework for the management of IRRBB by institutions and should be used as
complementary tools for measuring exposures to IRRBB and capital allocation.
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Breach in EVE or 
NII thresholds

Notification to the 
relevant competent 

authorities •Is the institution’s 
IRRBB management 
adequate?

•Is the institution not 
excessively exposed 
to IRRBB?

Further checks

Exercise of 
supervisory powers

Setting additional own funds 
requirements 

Limitation of activities with 
excessive risks 

Specification of parametric 
and modelling assumptions

As stipulated in Article 98(5) of Directive 2013/36/EU and further specified by the delegated regulation adopted in 
accordance with Article 98(5a) of that Directive, the SOTs are to be considered as a minimum information that competent 
authorities should consider in their assessment of institutions’ exposure to IRRBB.
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The 6 supervisory shock scenarios

Treatment of the institution’s own equity

Inclusion, composition and discounting of cashflows sensitive to 

interest rates

Run off balance sheet assumption

SOT on EVE

The 2 supervisory shock scenarios

Inclusion, composition and discounting of cashflows sensitive to 

interest rates

Static balance sheet assumptions

Period over which future NII shall be measured

Definition of “large decline” for outlier institutions identification 

SOT on NII

2022 EBA Final Draft on RTS for SOTs

Introduction 3/4
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The implementation into EU rules of the Basel standards for IRRBB started with the 2018 EBA guidelines (GLs), which introduced supervisory expectations
regarding the management of IRRBB. The Directive 2019/878/EU introduced the remaining elements of the Basel standards and integrated some new
ones (e.g., SOT on NII) and mandated the EBA to set out GLs and to draft Regulatory Technical Standards (RTS) to address them. Article 98(5a) specifies

the items that are included in the 2022 final draft on RTS for the purposes of the SOT on EVE and SOT on NII:

The 2022 final draft is very much inspired by the Basel standards on 

SOT EVE (e.g., same six interest rate shock scenarios and modelling 

assumptions prescribed  in the Basel rules). However, the draft RTS 
foresees an aggregation approach of EVE sensitivities across 

currencies where, by contrast to Basel, gains are not fully 

disregarded for proportionality reasons. 

The 2022 final draft builds on the jurisdictional discretion foreseen in the 

Basel rules by which additional outlier tests might be envisaged to 

capture IRRBB from a perspective including interest income, expenses 

and even market value changes. The two supervisory shock scenarios 

and modelling assumptions follow as much as possible those 

established in the Basel rules for the SOT EVE as well as those 

established in the context of disclosure (e.g., constant balance sheet 

and 12 months horizon and inclusion of commercial margins). The 

same currency aggregation approach of sensitivities as for the SOT 
EVE is envisaged.
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The EBA 2022 final draft on RTS supervisory shock scenarios, on which the changes in EVE and NII  for the purpose of SOTs are 
computed, build on those established in the 2018 EBA GLs. The shock size for the six interest rate shock scenarios, specific for 
each currency, is based on historical interest rates*. The shocks capture the heterogeneous economic environments across 
the jurisdictions.

A maturity-dependent post-shock interest rate floor should be applied to each currency starting with -100 basis 
points for immediate maturities. 

The floor shall increase by 5 basis points per year, eventually reaching 0%, for maturities of 20 years or more.

If the observed interest rates are lower than the current lower reference rate of -100 basis points, institutions 
should apply the lower observed rate.

The 2018 EBA GLs envisaged a maturity-dependent post-shock interest rate floor to be applied to each currency: 

Nonetheless, observed rates in 2020 proved to be below the lower bound. A recalibration of the lower bound has,
therefore, been addressed in the 2022 RTS for both the SOT on EVE and NII.

*A historical time series ranging from 2000 to 2015 for various maturities was used to calculate the parallel, short-end (‘short’) and long-end (‘long’) shocks for a
given currency. See Appendix for more details.
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Modelling and Parametric Assumptions
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Supervisory Shock Scenarios
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For the SOT on EVE, the EBA keeps the same six supervisory shock scenarios already envisaged in the 2018 EBA GLs

Parallel upwards shift of the yield curve
Same positive interest rate shocks for all maturities

Parallel 
shock up

Parallel downwards shift of the yield curve
Same negative interest rate shocks for all maturities

Parallel 
shock down

Steepening shift of the yield curve
Negative interest rate shocks for shorter maturities and positive interest rate shocks for longer 
maturities

Steepener shock

Flattening shift of the yield curve
Positive interest rate shocks for shorter maturities and negative interest rate shocks for longer 
maturities

Flattener shock

Larger positive interest rate shocks for shorter maturities to converge with the baseline for longer 
maturities

Short rates shock up

Larger negative interest rate shocks for shorter maturities to converge with the baseline for longer 
maturities

Short rates shock 
down
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In overall continuation with the 2018 EBA GLs, the 2022 EBA RTS set out the following requirements for the calculation of the 
changes in EVE for the purpose of SOT:

•Existing positions mature and are not replaced

Run-of balance sheet assumption

•The appropriate yield curve shall not include instrument-, sector-, or entity-specific credit spreads or 
liquidity spreads

Choice of an appropriate risk-free yield curve for discounting

•These should be reflected in the calculations of changes in EVE. Changes in the key behavioral modelling 
assumptions of interest rate sensitive instruments to the features of different interest rate scenarios shall be 
adjusted to proportionality and materiality thresholds 

Automatic and behavioral options

•Prudent and scenario-independent assumptions shall be applied. These shall be based on current/last 
observed value, on forecasts of reputable economic research institutes or on other generally accepted 
market practices

Products linked to inflation and other market factors

•Add together any negative and positive changes occurring in each currency

Aggregate change for each interest-rate shock scenario
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Small trading-

book business 

(unless its interest 

rate risk is 

captured in 

another risk 

measure)

Pension 

obligations and 

pension plan 

assets 

(unless their 

interest rate risk is 

captured in 

another risk 

measure)

Instrument-

specific interest 

rate caps and 

floors

Non-performing 

exposures (net of 

provisions)

(if non-

performing 

exposures ratio is 

at least 2%)

Any repayment 

of principal, any 

repricing of 

principal and any 

interest payments 

for cashflows 

from interest rate 

sensitive 

instruments

The calculation of the change in EVE should include

All non-trading 

book positions 

from interest rate 

sensitive 

instruments

(including 

automatic and 

behavioral 

options)

Commercial margins and other spread components in interest payments shall be treated in accordance with the institution’s internal 

management and measurement approach for IRRBB. If not included:

• Use transparent methodology for the risk-free rate identification at inception of each instrument.

• Use a methodology that is applied consistently across business units.

• The exclusion of these elements needs to be consistent with the institution’s management and hedging of IRRBB and shall be notified to 

the competent authority.
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Supervisory Shock Scenarios

Modelling And Parametric Assumptions

Metric and Threshold for the Definition of “Large Decline” in NII
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Supervisory Shock Scenarios

SOT on NII 1/4
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In the 2022 RTS, the EBA suggests to institutions that they apply only two of the six supervisory shock scenarios envisaged for 
the EVE in the calculation of the changes in NII:  parallel shock up and parallel shock down

Parallel Shock Up

Parallel upwards shift of the yield curve

Same positive interest rate shocks for all 

maturities 

Parallel Shock Down

Parallel downwards shift of the yield curve

Same negative interest rate shocks for all 

maturities
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Modelling And Parametric Assumptions 1/2
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•The balance sheet total size and composition, including on- and off- balance sheet items, shall be maintained by 
replacing maturing or repricing cash flows with new instruments that have comparable features with regard to the 
currency, amount and repricing period of the instruments generating the repricing cash flows

Constant balance sheet assumption

•The appropriate yield curve shall not include instrument-, sector-, or entity-specific credit spreads or liquidity 
spreads

Choice of an appropriate risk-free yield curve for discounting

•These should be reflected in the calculations of changes in NII. Changes in the key behavioral modelling 
assumptions of interest rate sensitive instruments to the features of different interest rate scenarios shall be 
adjusted to the proportionality and materiality thresholds 

Automatic and behavioral options

•Prudent and scenario-independent assumptions shall be applied. These shall be based on current/last observed 
value, on forecasts of reputable economic research institutes or on other generally accepted market practices

Products linked to inflation and other market factors

•Add together any negative and positive changes occurring in each currency

Aggregate change for each interest-rate shock scenario

The assumptions behind the computation of the changes in EVE also apply to the calculation of changes in NII, with the only exceptions of 

the run-off balance sheet assumption, the treatment of commercial margins as well as that of interest income and expenses. Nonetheless, 

the EBA outlines additional requirements that apply to the sole case of the SOT on NII.
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Modelling and Parametric Assumptions 2/2
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s total size and composition, including on- and off-balance sheet items, shall be maintained by 

replacing maturing or repricing cash flows with new instruments that have comparable features 

with regard to the currency, amount and repricing period of the instruments generating the 

repricing cash flowss total size and composition, including on- and off-balance sheet items, shall 

be maintained by replacing maturing or repricing cash flows with new instruments that have 

comparable features with regard to the currency, amount and repricing period of the instruments 

generating the repricing cash flows

All non-trading 
book positions from 
interest rate 
sensitive instruments

(including 
automatic and 
behavioral options)

Small trading-book 
business 

(unless its interest 
rate risk is captured 
in another risk 
measure)

Pension obligations 
and pension plan 
assets 

(unless their interest 
rate risk is captured 
in another risk 
measure)

Instrument-specific 
interest rate caps 
and floors

Non-performing 
exposures (net of 
provisions)

(if non-performing 
exposures ratio is at 
least 2%)

Any repayment of 
principal, any 
repricing of 
principal and any 

interest payments 
for cashflows from 
interest rate 
sensitive instruments

The calculation of the change in NII shall include

Commercial margins 

(as well as other spread 
components)

Interest income and expenses 
over a 1-year time horizon

(regardless of the maturity of the 
relevant instrument)

All CET1 instruments and other perpetual own funds without any call dates shall be excluded from SOT calculations.
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Metric and threshold for the Definition of “Large Decline” in NII

SOT on NII 4/4
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A decline of an institution’s one-year net interest income by more than 2.5% of its Tier 1 Capital, resulting from a sudden and 
unexpected change in interest rates as set out in any of the two supervisory shock scenarios, shall constitute a “large 
decline” for the purpose of Art. 95(5), point (b) of Directive 2013/36/EU

NII         ─ NII
shock                 baseline

Tier 1 Capital

< -2.5%

Forecasted 

net interest income 

in each supervisory 

shock scenario

Forecasted 

net interest income 

in the baseline 

scenario

Institution’s amount of 

Tier 1 Capital

The 2022 EBA final draft on RTS for SOTs also provides for a definition of what shall constitute a “large decline” in NII as set out 
in Article 98(a) of the Directive  2013/36/EU 

This is a capital-related metric consistent with the one related to the SOT on EVE. It is a manageable definition, as is 
possible to quickly verify the correctness of its calculation. 
Nonetheless, it does not show whether the post-shock NII can sustain normal business operations nor whether it is actually 
positive.!
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The 2018 EBA GLs envisaged a maturity-dependent post-shock interest rate floor to be applied to each currency. 
Nonetheless, observed rates in 2020 proved to be below the established lower bound. Therefore, the 2021 EBA RTS specify for 
both the SOT on EVE and NII a new lower bound with gradual and moderate increases, to ensure that the lower reference 
rate is sufficiently prudent, given future developments in the interest rates.

Post-shock Interest Rate Floor Re-calibration 1/2

2018 EBA GLs 2022 EBA final draft on RTS for SOTs

A maturity-dependent post-shock interest rate floor should 
be applied to each currency starting with -150 basis points 
for immediate maturities. 

The floor shall increase by 3 basis points per year, eventually 
reaching 0% for maturities of 50 years and more. 

If the observed interest rates are lower than the post-shock 
interest rate floor, institutions shall apply the lower observed 
interest rate. 

A maturity-dependent post-shock interest rate floor should 
be applied to each currency starting with -100 basis points 
for immediate maturities. 

The floor shall increase by 5 basis points per year, eventually 
reaching 0% for maturities of 20 years or more. 

If the observed interest rates are lower than the current 
lower reference rate of -100 basis points, institutions should 
apply the lower observed rate.
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Post-shock Interest Rate Floor Re-calibration 2/2

Illustration
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Supervisory Shock Scenarios: Shock Size

Appendix
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The shock size for the six interest rate shock scenarios is based on historical interest rates. More precisely, for capturing the local interest 

rate environment and cycle, a historical time series ranging from 2000 to 2015 for various maturities was used to calculate the parallel, 

short-end (‘short’) and long-end (‘long’) shocks for a given currency. 

For the purposes of the calibration of other currencies, the proposed interest rate shock calibration can lead to unrealistically low 

interest rate shocks for some currencies and to unrealistically high interest rate shocks for others. In order to ensure a minimum level of 

prudence and a level playing field, floor and caps are set out. A generic 16-year time series, rather than the specific one between 2000 

and 2015, is required to be considered now to collect daily interest rates for the calculation of the overall average interest rate that 

serves as a basis for calculating the interest rate shock sizes. This should avoid lack of available data.

Code Currency Parallel Short Long Code Currency Parallel Short Long

ARS Argentine Peso 400 500 300 IDR Indonesian Rupiah 400 500 350

AUD Australian Dollar 300 450 200 INR Indian Rupee 400 500 300

BGN Bulgarian Lev 250 350 150 JPY Japanese Yen 100 100 100

BRL Brazilian Real 400 500 300 KRW South Korean Won 300 400 200

CAD Canadian Dollar 200 300 150 MXN Mexican Peso 400 500 300

CHF Swiss Franc 100 150 100 PLN Poland Zloty 250 350 150

CNY Chinese Yuan 250 300 150 RON Romanian Leu 350 500 250

CZK Czeck Koruna 200 250 100 RUB Russian Ruble 400 500 300

DKK Danish Krone 200 250 150 SAR Saudi Riyal 200 300 150

EUR Euro 200 250 100 SEK Swedish Krona 200 300 150

GBP Pound Sterling 250 300 150 SGD Singapore Dollar 150 200 100

HKD Hong Kong Dollar 200 250 100 TRY Turkish Lira 400 500 300

HRK Croatian Kuna 250 400 200 USD United States Dollar 200 300 150

HUF Hungarian Forint 300 450 200 ZAR South African Rand 400 500 300
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